OPERATE POINTS BUSES FOR PICK & DROP FACILITY
OF STUDENTS AND STAFF OF DUHS IN KARACHI

DATE OF SUBMISSION OF TENDER: 15 August 2016 at 11:00 HRS.
DATE OF OPENING OF TENDER: 15 August 2016 at 11:30 HRS.
At Registrar Office, 4th Floor Admn. Block
Dow Medical College, Baba-e-Urdu Road, Besides Civil Hospital, Karachi

SCOPE OF WORK

The interested bidders will “OPERATE” existing point buses And / Or “PLY” the additional point buses (if required) on monthly charges basis for the students and staff of Dow University of Health Sciences (DUHS), Karachi in Karachi.

DUHS will provide thirty four (34) buses, 1 Coaster and 1 Mitsubishi Van with drivers for transportation of students and staff for designated points in Karachi (as per attached route list).

DUHS will also provide the forty (40) Drivers to operate these vehicles. The salary to these Drivers will be paid by the University however the overtime if any will be paid by the Contractor.

Bidders will PLY the buses as per the requirement of the DUHS.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

1) Bids should be submitted in accordance with SPPRA Rules 46 (2) – Single Stage Two Envelope Procedure:
   (a) Bid shall comprise a single package containing two separate envelopes. Each envelope shall contain separately the financial proposal and the technical proposal;

   (b) Envelopes shall be marked as “FINANCIAL PROPOSAL” and TECHNICAL PROPOSAL” in bold and legible letters to avoid confusion;

   (c) Initially, only the envelope marked “TECHNICAL PROPOSAL” shall be opened;

   (d) Envelope marked as “FINANCIAL PROPOSAL” shall be retained in the custody of the procuring agency without being opened;

   (e) Procuring agency shall evaluate the technical proposal in a manner prescribed in advance, without reference to the price and reject any proposal which does not conform to the specified requirements;
(f) No amendments in the technical proposal shall be permitted during the technical evaluation;

(g) Financial proposals of technically qualified bids shall be opened publicly at a time, date and venue announced and communicated to the bidders in advance;

(h) Financial proposal of bids found technically non-responsive shall be returned unopened to the respective bidders; and

(j) Bid found to be the lowest evaluated or best evaluated bid shall be accepted.

2) The committee in the presence of the bidders or their authorized representatives, who may like to be present, will open the bids.

3) The Bids shall be evaluated in accordance with the specified evaluation criteria.

4) In case of discrepancies between the Invitation for Bids (IFB) / Notice Inviting Tender (NIT) and the Bidding Documents, the Bidding Documents shall take precedence.

5) Any Bid not received as per terms and conditions of the Bid Document is liable to be ignored. Offer shall not be considered if:

i. Bid received without original bid document purchase receipt.
ii. Bid received without prescribed Bid Security.
iii. Bid received after the time and date fixed for the bid opening.
iv. Unsigned Bid.
v. Ambiguous Bid.
vi. Conditional Bid.
vii. Bid from a firm blacklisted, suspended or removed from the approved list.
viii. Bid through telegram.
ix. Bid with shorter bid validity period.
x. Bid not conforming to the technical requirements
xi. Rates not quoted on the prescribed Price Schedule.

6) The bidders are expected to examine all instructions, forms, terms, and specifications in the bidding documents. Failure to furnish complete information required in the bidding documents or to submit a bid not substantially responsive to the bidding documents may result in rejection.

7) **Technical Proposal should have the following documents:**

i. Original bid document purchase receipt, else the bids will be rejected. For alternate offer a separate Original bid document purchase receipt of Tender Fee amounting to Rs. 2,000/- (Non-Refundable) shall be submitted, otherwise both Proposals will be ignored.

ii. Photocopy of Pay Order / Demand Draft of Bid Security should be attached after hiding the amount in figure and words of the Pay Order / Demand Draft, otherwise the bid will not be considered.

iii. Copy of the Price Schedule without showing the rates.

iv. Complete Profile of the Bidder with legal status, organization structure and nature of business.

v. Valid License for the relevant business (if applicable)
vi. List of similar services provided to Public Sector Organizations including details of the services currently in operation.

vii. A certificate / affidavit that firm (or consortium) is not black listed by any Government / Semi Government / Autonomous Body etc. and not involved in any kind of insolvency litigation.

viii. Last three years audited financial statements

ix. Key professional staff qualification.

x. Company Staff List with details of Workshop etc.

xi. Income Tax Certificate / SRB Certificate / Valid Professional Tax Certificate, GST Registration Certificate (if applicable) etc.

xii. Sealed letter from Bank that bidder can perform monthly business of more than OR equal to **Rs. 5,000 Million**.

8) **Financial Proposals should have the following documents:**

i. Original Pay Order / Demand Draft of Bid Security.

ii. Original copy of the Financial Proposals with Quoted price and prescribed certificate.

9) Bid will be valid for 90 days from the date of opening bids. The bidders shall quote their prices inclusive of all applicable duties and Taxes / Logistic Charges etc. and all other expenses.

10) The tender must be free from erasing, cutting and over writing. In case of erasing, cutting and over writing, authorized person should initial it duly stamped, else the offer will not be entertained.

11) The rates of each item should be written in figures as well as in words. Arithmetical errors will be rectified on this basis. If there is a discrepancy between the unit price and the total price that is obtained by multiplying the unit price and the quantity, the unit price shall prevail and the total price shall be corrected. In case of discrepancy the price in words will be authenticated and final.

12) The bidder must be registered with GST / SRB and Income Tax Departments (copies to be attached).

13) The firm must be a valid license holder for the relevant business.

14) Large size Buses be operated on prescribed routes (Copy attached) any deviation without prior permission of the department will lead to deduction of Rs. 6,000/- (Rupees six thousand only) per trip in case of any complaint.

15) Point Buses will be operated on monthly basis exclusively for DUHS staff and students. No outsider will be allowed to travel in the point buses.

16) No other passenger will be allowed to travel during the service for DUHS staff and students except with the approval of the competent authority.

17) Point Buses will be operated in the morning and evening to facilitate DUHS staff and students from the destinations described in the schedule at the prescribed timings.
18) Ply Buses for operation shall be large size buses with 62/100 passengers (seating + standing) capacity and the model of buses not older then the year 1998.

19) The buses offered must be in good operating condition and should be neat & clean.

20) The registration numbers of buses along with owners name will be provided with each offer and buses must be produced for inspection to Transport Department before final agreement is signed.

21) The buses must be in the name of bus owner/bidder and have experience of operating buses in 5 large public sector / institution.

22) The bidders have 35-40 buses registered with Excise & Taxation Department and fitness certificate must be provided (along with documentary evidence).

23) The firm should have a minimum of three (03) years’ experience of similar assignments in the public sector organizations, including details of the services currently in operation and should have a proper setup / office at Karachi.

24) Last three years audited financial statements.

25) List of company staff/workshop etc.

26) In case of emergency, the bidder or will bound to ply the bus services for pick & drop.

27) Bidder will bound to keep Security Guards for checking.

28) Offer will not be given for each route.

29) **PLY OF BUSES:** The monthly rental charges will include vehicle cost, depreciation, driver and cleaner salaries, maintenance cost and other miscellaneous expenses like income tax and other taxes, if any levied by the Government and other incidental cost. The agreed rental charges will not be increased in any circumstances during currency of the contract (26 liter per bus per day fuel consumption). In case of increase/decrease in diesel cost after agreement the difference will be calculated as under:-

   "No. of liter (average) x variation (±) per lit cost of diesel x No. of buses x per day"

30) **OPERATION OF DUHS BUSES:** The monthly charges will include cleaner and guard salaries, maintenance cost and other miscellaneous expenses like income tax and other taxes, if any levied by the Government and other incidental cost. The agreed rental charges will not be increased in any circumstances during currency of the contract (26 liter per bus per day fuel consumption). In case of increase/decrease in diesel cost after agreement the difference will be calculated as under:-

   "No. of liter (average) x variation (±) per lit cost of diesel x No. of buses x per day"

31) The rental charges offered will be inclusive of operational cost, maintenance costs and other incidental cost including all Govt. taxes. The DUHS will not bear any responsibility in this respect.
32) Each offer will accompany pay order or bank draft of the 2% of the proposed bid as Bid Security but not more than Rs. 3,000,000/- (Rupees three million only) in favor of Dow University of Health Sciences, Karachi. The Bid Security is refundable to unsuccessful bidders but will be confiscated in case the bidder backs out or fails to abide by any condition of the agreement.

33) Buses will reach and leave the specified point to and from DUHS on the timing to be given by the DUHS. Time indicated in the service plan is tentative and such to revision as and when directed by the DUSH.

34) In the event of any accident the bidder shall be responsible for payment of compensation for any loss of injury for damage cause to any person or party in accordance with the Government rules.

35) Route permit validity of every bus is required.

36) Expenses incurred on fuel / lubricant / all filters (air, oil etc.) will be borne by the bidder from workshops / suppliers / company approved by the DUHS.

37) The defects when found / pointed-out by DUHS will be rectified by the bidder within reasonable time.

38) Expenses incurred on the repair and maintenance of vehicles will be borne by the bidder.

39) Bidder shall be responsible for the maintenance of the bust stops and ensure the attendance of the staff.

40) Condition of buses at the time of the delivery will be maintained by the bidder and will be return back to DUHS in same condition on expiry of the contract period.

41) Bidder will allocate the buses for academic activities and examination as per schedules given to him.

42) In case of failure or breakdown the bidder will provide the alternate vehicle at his own cost.

43) Bidder will follow the disciplinary rules of the DUHS and operate the buses as per schedule.

44) The bidder will follow the Motor Vehicle Rules and will not allow any person to drive without valid driving license.

45) Bidder will make sure that buses will not used for illegal activities.

46) DUHS reserves the right for the physical verification of the rental buses prior to the opening of the bids.

47) Conditional Bids against the Rules / policy will not be considered / entertained / accepted.

48) The tendered rate should be inclusive of all applicable taxes to Federal & Provincial Govt. or local bodies and will be deducted from the bill of the bidder / suppliers.
49) Required documents shall be submitted, if the bidders / Suppliers require Tax exemption facility regarding non deduction of Advance Income.

50) Successful bidder will enter into agreement for Operation / Ply of point buses for a period of THREE (03) YEARS (extendable with mutual consent) starting from the date of signing of contract.

51) During the currency of the contract, the firm will provide services as per terms and conditions, to be settled later on in the shape of contract agreement.

52) DUHS reserves the right to increase / decrease or delete the quantities of goods / services at the time of award of contract and also reserves the right to enhance the quantity of goods / services without any change in unit price or other terms and conditions of goods at any time during contract period.

53) The DUHS reserves the right to purchase full or part of the services or ignore / scrap / cancel the tender as per relevant rules of SPPRA-2010 (Amended 2013/14).

54) The successful bidders will have to deposit the performance security in the shape of a Pay Order / Demand Draft at 5% value of the contract amount. After the acceptance of the Bid, a work order may be issued during the bid validity period and if offer is not accepted by the Bidder, the Bid Security shall be forfeited by the PA.

55) Bid Security will be released to the bidder after deposit of performance security. The performance security will be released within 30 days after successful completion of contract period.

56) Bidders shall purchase separate tender documents and furnish original Tender Purchase Receipt and prescribed Bid Security for each alternate offer in case they want to submit alternate offer. All the bids with alternate offers without separate Tender Purchase Receipt (original) and prescribed Bid Security shall not be considered and both bids, original and alternate will be rejected.

57) Bidders, whose bids are accepted, shall have to sign a written contract with the University on the judicial stamp paper amounting to Rs. 500/-. The Bidder shall pay Service Charges as per the article 22-A (Contract) of the schedule of stamp act 1899.

58) The Bidder shall quote the bids on the attached Price Schedules only, and shall sign the certificate given therein to the effect that the services shall be provided exactly in accordance with the requirements of the PA. In case there is any deviation, it should be clearly stated by the Bidder separately, describing deviation from Specifications, otherwise it would be presumed that offer is strictly in accordance with the requirement and specifications.

59) Bidder should quote their firm and final rates.

60) Any conditional, ambiguous or incomplete offer in any respect shall be ignored. No supplementary or revised offer after the opening of bids shall be entertained.
61) The bidder shall have to accept any further conditions introduced by the Government during the period of contract.

62) An affidavit on legal stamp paper of Rs. 100/- to effect that the Bidder has not been blacklisted in the past on any ground by any Government (Federal or Provincial), a local body or a public sector organization. The Bidder will be debarred from the bidding process for submitting a false statement.

63) Payment of the bills will be subject to the deduction of mandatory government taxes/levies.

64) Bidder shall comply with all Pakistani Laws, other permits, codes and regulation applicable to the bidder’s performance of services.

65) The contract will be awarded to the technically lowest evaluated responsive bidder.

66) Redressal of Grievances & settlement of dispute will be as per SPPRA Rule-2010 (Amended - 2013/14).

All terms & conditions must be complied with.
DETAILS OF BUSES, POINTS ROUTES

DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 01 — NORTH NAZIMABAD

STOP NAME
1. KDA CHOWRANGI
2. HYDERI
3. FIVE STAR
4. SAKHI HASSAN
5. DC OFFICE
6. PEOPLES CHOWRANGI
7. KMDC
8. MADRAS BAKERY
9. FIVE STAR
10. KDA CHOWRANGI
11. BOARD OFFICE
12. NAZIMABAD # 7
13. ABBASI HOSPITAL
14. GOLIMAR CHOWRANGI
15. PATEL PARA
16. GURU MANDIR
17. DMC

DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 02 — F. B. AREA — I

STOP NAME
1. SHAMIUM SQUARE
2. YASEENABAD
3. MUKKAH CHOWK
4. JAVAID NIHARI RESTAURANT
5. AYOOB MANZIL
6. SAGHEER CENTRE
7. ANCHOLI
8. WATER PUMP
9. NASEERABAD
10. AYESHA MANZIL
11. KARIMABAD
12. GHAREEBABAD
13. BALOCH HOTEL
14. ESSA NAGRI
15. HASSAN SQUARE
16. JAIL CHOWRANGI
17. KHALID BIN WALEED ROAD
18. NOORANI KABAB
19. NUMAISH
20. TAJ COMPLEX
21. DMC
OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 03 — FIVE STAR

STOP NAME
1. KMDC
2. TAHIR VILLA
3. FIVE STAR
4. SHIP-OWNER COLLEGE
5. FIVE STAR
6. TAHIR VILLA
7. AISHA MANZIL
8. KARIMABAD
9. AISHA MANZIL
10. WATER PUMP
11. ANCHOLI
12. SOHRAB GOTH
13. ABUL HASSAN ISPHANI ROAD
14. KANEEZ FATIMA SOCIETY
15. KCHARADAR CHOWRANGI
16. SUCHCHAL GOTH
17. OJHA

DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 04 — NORTH NAZIMABAD (MAYMAR)

STOP NAME
1. SURJANI
2. 4-K CHOWRANGI
3. BABA MORR
4. BARADARI
5. DISCO MORR
6. ANDA MORR
7. QALANDARIA CHOWK
8. SHIP-OWNER COLLEGE
9. ABDULLAH COLLEGE
10. MATRIC BOARD OFFICE
11. A.O. CLINIC
12. NAZIMABAD PETROL PUMP
13. WOMEN COLLEGE
14. PATEL PARA
15. GURU MANDIR
16. SOLDIER BAZAR
17. 7-DAY HOSPITAL
18. DMC
**DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE**

**ROUTE NO: 05 — GULISTAN-E-JOHAR**

**STOP NAME**

1. SAMAMA SHOPPING MALL
2. GULISTAN-E-JOHAR CHOWRANGI
3. DARUL SEHAT HOSPITAL RADO CITY
4. KDA STOP
5. MUNAWAR CHOWRANGI
6. KAMRAN CHOWRANGI
7. RETURN JOHAR CHOWRANGI
8. PERFUME CHOWK
9. JOHAR MORR
10. ASKARI # 4
11. MILLENNIUM MALL
12. DALMIYA
13. PF MUSEUM
14. NATIONAL STADIUM
15. AGHA KHAN HOSPITAL
16. LIAQUAT NATIONAL HOSPITAL
17. NEW TOWN
18. KASHMIR ROAD
19. DAWOOD COLLEGE
20. NUMAISH
21. NISHAT CINEMA
22. DMC

**DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE**

**ROUTE NO: 06 — PEHELWAN GOTH – RABIA CITY**

**STOP NAME**

1. SACHAL GOTH
2. KANEEZ FATIMA
3. GADAP POLICE STATION
4. MASKAN CHOWRANGI
5. DISCO MORR
6. GULSHAN CHOWRANGI
7. SUMDANI HOSPITAL
8. SUFI HOME 13/D
9. CIVIL CENTRE
10. JAIL CHOWRANGI
11. ISLAMIA COLLEGE
12. GURU MANDIR
13. NUMAISH
14. 7-DAY
15. DMC

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 07 — KORANGI

STOP NAME
1. BHAG-E-KORANGI
2. K – AREA
3. KORANGI 5
4. KORANGI 6
5. CHIRAGH HOTEL
6. LANDHI 4
7. BABAR MARKET
8. LANDHI 89
9. CHIRAGH HOTEL
10. KORANGI # 6
11. KORANGI # 4
12. KORANGI # 2 ½
13. KORANGI # 1
14. NASIR JUMP
15. INDUS HOSPITAL
16. CHAMRAAH CHOWRANGI
17. QAYOOMABAD
18. DEFENCE VIEW
19. BALOCH COLONY
20. SHAHRAH-E-FAISAL
21. KARSAZ
22. DRIG ROAD STATION
23. MILLENNIUM MALL
24. JOHAR MORR
25. SAMAMA SHOPPING MALL
26. UNIVERSITY OF KARACHI
27. MOSUMIYAAT
28. OJHA

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 08 — NORTH KARACHI

STOP NAME
1. BAFAR ZONE
2. NAGAN CHOWRANGI
3. UP MORR
4. DISCO MORR
5. BARADARI
6. SURJANI
7. RAHMANIYA MORR
8. BABA MORR
9. 4-K CHOWRANGI
10. 2 MINT CHOWRANGI
11. BARA MARKET
12. POWER HOUSE
13. SALEEM CENTRE
14. UP MORR
15. NAGAN CHOWRANGI
16. BAFARZON
17. SOHRAB GOTH
18. AL-ASIF SQUARE
19. PARADISE BAKRI / ABBAS TOWN
20. GULZAR-E-HIJRI
21. KANEEZ FATIMA
22. SUCHCHAL GOTH
23. OJHA

DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 09 — KORANGI

STOP NAME
1. LANDHI 89 BUS STOP
2. BABAR MARKET
3. LANDHI CHIRAGH HOSTEL
4. KORANGI # 5
5. KORANGI # 4
6. KORANGI # 2
7. NASIR JUMP
8. CROSSING BHITAI COLONY
9. QAYOOMABAD
10. AKHTAR COLONY
11. DEFENCE
12. DEFENCE LIBRARY
13. PNT COLONY
14. PUNJAB COLONY
15. RACE COURSE
16. GOVERNOR HOUSE
17. PIDC
18. JUNG PRESS
19. PAKISTAN CHOWK
20. DMC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STOP NAME</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. TOWER &gt;&gt;&gt; SULTANABAD</td>
<td>2. PIDC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. TEEN TALWAR</td>
<td>4. PUNJAB CHOWRANGI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. PHASE-IV IMAM BARGAAH</td>
<td>6. KHAYABAN-E-BEHRIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. SULTAN MASJID</td>
<td>8. KFC STREET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. MARVI STORE</td>
<td>10. KHAYABAN-E-RAHAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. SEA VIEW CHECK POST</td>
<td>12. KHAYABAN-E-MUJAHID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. STREET-26 SIGNAL</td>
<td>14. NEELUM COLONY BUS STOP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. ABDULLAH SHAH GHAZI MAZAR</td>
<td>16. BILAWAL CHOWRANGI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. ZIAUDDIN HOSPITAL</td>
<td>18. BOARD BASIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. TEEN TALWAR</td>
<td>20. CANTT BRIDGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. LUCKY STAR</td>
<td>22. DMC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ROUTE NO: 11 — F. B. AREA – II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STOP NAME</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. SUPER HIGHWAY TEACHERS’ COLONY</td>
<td>2. SOHRAB GOTH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. POWER HOUSE</td>
<td>4. 2-D BUS STOP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. AL-NOOR HOSPITAL</td>
<td>6. GULBERG CHOWRANGI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 5-C BUS STOP</td>
<td>8. TAHIR VILLA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. MOOSA COLONY</td>
<td>10. KARIMABAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. LIAQUATABAD # 10</td>
<td>12. DAAK KHANA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. TEEN HATTI</td>
<td>14. PIB COLONY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15. JAIL ROAD  
16. GURU MANDIR  
17. NUMAISH  
18. DMC  

**DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE**  

**ROUTE NO: 12 — GULSHAN – I**  

**STOP NAME**  
1. MALIR CHECK POST # 5  
2. MALIR CHECK POST # 6  
3. SAFOORAH CHOWRANGI  
4. JOHAR COMPLEX  
5. MOSUMIYAAAT  
6. SHADI MALL  
7. SAMAMA SHOPPING CENTRE  
8. MASKAN  
9. DISCO BAKERY CHOWRANGI  
10. KALA BOARD  
11. NIPA  
12. URDU COLLEGE  
13. KDA STOP  
14. BAITUL MUKARRAM MASJID  
15. MUMTAZ MANZIL  
16. HASSAN SQUARE  
17. SABZI MANDI  
18. ASKARI PARK  
19. JAIL CHOWRANGI  
20. ISLAMIA COLLEGE  
21. PEOPLES CHOWRANGI  
22. NUMAISH  
23. RADIO PAKISTAN  
24. DMC  

**OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES**  

**ROUTE NO: 13 — DEFENCE**  

**STOP NAME**  
1. TEEN TALWAR  
2. PUNJAB CHOWRANGI  
3. DO TALWAR  
4. GHARA MARKET  
5. SULTAN MASJID  
6. KHAYABAN-E-RAHAT  
7. IMAM BARGHA SHAREEF
8. PUNJAB COLONY
9. DEFENCE MORR
10. GORA KABRUSTAN
11. NURSERY
12. DIGROAD
13. MILLENNIUM MALL
14. JOHAUR CHOWRANGI
15. KAMRAN CHOWRANGI
16. OJHA

**OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES**

**ROUTE NO: 14 — GULSHAN-E-HAIDEED**

**STOP NAME**
1. KAKAR HOTEL
2. STEEL TOWN
3. BHENS COLONY
4. MANZIL PUMP
5. QUAIADABAD
6. MALIR HALT
7. DIG ROAD
8. GATE # 6
9. SAFOOARAH GOTH
10. OJHA

**OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES**

**ROUTE NO: 15 — MALIR**

**STOP NAME**
1. MODEL MORR
2. MODEL COLONY
3. KHOKHARAPAR
4. KHOKHARAPAR # 2
5. KHOKHARAPAR # 1
6. SAUDABAD
7. JAFAR TAIYARA
8. KALA BOARD
9. MALIR HALT
10. PRINTING PRESS (SECURITY)
11. TANK MORR
12. CHECK POST # 6
13. SAFOOARAH CHOWRANGI
14. OJHA
OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 16 — AKHTAR COLONY / DEFENCE

STOP NAME
1. AKHTAR COLONY
2. KALA PULL
3. GORAH KABRUSTAN
4. NURSARY PULL
5. SHAH NOORANI KABAB
6. KASHMIR ROAD
7. ISLAMIA COLLEGE
8. JAIL CHOWRANGI
9. BAHADRABAD
10. AGA KHAN HOSPITAL
11. DALMIYA
12. MILLENNIUM MALL
13. ALADDIN PARK
14. NIPA
15. OJHA

DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 17 — GULSHAN-E-HADEED

STOP NAME
1. AGA KHAN LABORATORY
2. AL-SEWAN
3. DOUBLE ROAD
4. JAHANGIR HOTEL
5. PHASE-I
6. SINDHU CHOWK
7. BATA MORR
8. GULSHAN CHOWRANGI
9. STEEL TOWN
10. PORT QASIM
11. SHAH LATIF TOWN
12. BHENS COLONY
13. MANZIL PUMP
14. QUAIDABAD
15. MALIR # 15
16. KALA BOARD
17. MALIR HALT
18. AIRPORT
19. DRIG ROAD
20. BALOCH PULL
21. SINDH SECRETARIAT
22. DMC
OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 18 — NORTH NAZIMABAD

STOP NAME
1. PATEL PARA
2. LASBELLA
3. GOLIMAR CHOWRANGI
4. INQUIRY OFFICE
5. NAZIMABAD # 6
6. NAZIMABAD # 7
7. BOARD OFFICE
8. KDA CHOWRANGI
9. ZIAUDDIN HOSPITAL
10. KARIMABAD
11. SOHRAB GOTH
12. KANEEZ FATIMA SOCIETY
13. FARKAR CHOWK
14. SUCHCHAL GOTH
15. OJHA

DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 19 — U.P. / NAGAN

STOP NAME
1. POWER HOUSE
2. SALEEM CENTRE
3. UP MORR
4. NAGAN CHOWRANGI
5. AL-HABIB RESTAURANT / NAMAK BANK
6. NAGAN CHOWRANGI
7. SHADMAN # 2
8. SHADMAN # 1
9. SAKHI HASSAN
10. DC OFFICE
11. PEOPLES CHOWRANGI
12. KMDC
13. TAHMUR POLICE STATION
14. LANDI KOTAL CHOWK
15. FIVE STAR
16. HYDERI
17. KDA CHOWRANGI
18. BOARD OFFICE
19. ABBASI HOSPITAL
20. GOLIMAR CHOWRANGI
21. PATEL PARA
22. GURU MANDIR
23. DMC

**DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE**

**ROUTE NO: 20 — NORTH KARACHI**

**STOP NAME**
1. GULSHAN-E-MAYMAR
2. 4-K CHOWRANGI
3. POWER HOUSE
4. KHAWAJA AJMEER NAGRI
5. BARADARI
6. UP MORR
7. SAKHI HASSAN
8. FAROOQ-E-AZAM MASJID
9. MATRIC BOARD OFFICE
10. GOLIMAR CHOWRANGI
11. LUSBELLA
12. GARDEN
13. POLICE HEADQUARTER
14. DMC

**OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES**

**ROUTE NO: 21 — CANTT STATION**

**STOP NAME**
1. JPMC
2. CANTT
3. ASKARI
4. PIDC
5. PAKISTAN CHOWK
6. SINDH SECRETARIAT
7. ZENAB MARKET
8. LUCKY STAR
9. SADDAR IMPRESS MARKET
10. REGAL CHOWK
11. TIBAT CENTRE
12. 7-DAY HOSPITAL
13. NUMAISH
14. ISLAMIYA COLLEGE
15. KASHMIR ROAD
16. UNIVERSITY ROAD
17. MOSUMIYAAT
18. OJHA
DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 22 — ORANGI TOWN

STOP NAME
1. ISLAM CHOWK
2. ORANGI TOWN # 5
3. METRO CINEMA
4. ABDULLAH COLLEGE
5. PAPOSH
6. ABBASI HOSPITAL
7. GOL MARKET
8. EID GAAH
9. NAZIMABAD PETROL PUMP
10. ENQUIRY OFFICE
11. SIR SYED COLLEGE
12. JHANGIRABAD
13. BARA BOARD
14. BISMILLAH HOTEL
15. PURANA GOLIMAR
16. REXSIL PULL
17. PAKISTAN CHOWK
18. GARDEN
19. MAKKI MASJID
20. DMC

DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 23 — SAEEDABAD / NAVEL COLONY

STOP NAME
1. GULSHAN-E-GHAZI
2. SAEEDABAD
3. CHANDNI CHOWK
4. NAVAL COLONY
5. MASH GOTH
6. MASH MOR
7. MAHAJIR CAMP
8. GUL BAI
9. I.C.I. FLYOVER
10. KHARADAR
11. LEE MARKET
12. JUNA MARKET
13. DMC
DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 24 — MALIR

STOP NAME
1. MALUK HOTEL
2. MALIR # 15
3. KALA BOARD
4. MALIR HALT
5. AIRPORT
6. CHOTA GATE
7. STAR GATE
8. COLONY GATE
9. NATHA KHAN
10. LUCKY STAR
11. DMC

DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 25 — SOCIETY

STOP NAME
1. TARIQ ROAD
2. SHAHEED-E-MILLAT ROAD
3. HILL PARK CHOWRANGI
4. TIPU SULTAN ROAD
5. MUHAMMAD ALI SOCIETY
6. BALOCH COLONY
7. ADMAN SOCIETY
8. BISMILLAH TAQI HOSPITAL
9. MEHMOODABAD # 6
10. CORPORATION GATE
11. PARSI GATE
12. TOOBA MASJID
13. KALA PULL
14. JUTT LANE
15. ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL
16. LUCKY STAR SADDAR
17. ART COUNCIL
18. DMC

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 26 — KHARADAR

STOP NAME
1. KHARADAR
2. LEE MARKET
3. LANCHORE LANE
4. GARDEN
5. LUSBELLA
6. GOLIMAR CHOWRANGI
7. JHANGHERABAD
8. LIAQUATABAD / DAQ KHANA
9. SINDHI HOTEL
10. PURANI SUBZI MANDI
11. HASAN SQUARE
12. NIPA
13. OJHA

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 27 — GURU MANDIR

STOP NAME
1. QUAID-E-AZAM MAZAR
2. GURU MANDIR
3. JAMSHEED ROAD # 1
4. JAMSHEED ROAD # 2
5. JAIL CHOWRANGI
6. NEW TOWN
7. PURANI SABZIMANDI
8. ASKARI PARK
9. CIVIC CENTRE
10. MUMTAZ MUNZIL
11. FEDERAL URDU UNIVERSITY
12. NIPA CHOWRANGI
13. KALA BOARD
14. SAFARI PARK
15. SAMAMA
16. SHERETON
17. MOSUMIYAT
18. OJHA

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 28 — GULISTAN-E-JOHAR

STOP NAME
1. CHECK POST # 6
2. CHECK POST # 2
3. MALIR HALT
4. START GATE
5. NATA KHAN PULL
6. DIG ROAD STATION
7. JOHAR CHOWRANGI
8. JOHAR MORR
9. SAMAMA
10. MOSUMIYAAT
11. OJHA

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 29 — ORANGI TOWN

STOP NAME
1. PURANA GOLIMAR
2. BARA BOARD
3. ORANGI TOWN # 5
4. ABDULLAH COLLEGE
5. NAZIMABAD # 7
6. NAZIMABAD PETROL PUMP
7. GOLIMAR CHOWRANGI
8. LIAQUATABAD # 10
9. GHAREEBABAD
10. CIVIC CENTRE
11. BAITUL MUKARRAM MASJID
12. NIPA
13. SAMAMA SHOPPING CENTRE
14. OJHA

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 30 — GULISTAN-E-JOHAR — II

STOP NAME
1. SAFARI COACH BUS STOP
2. COMMANDER PUMP
3. JOHAR POLICE STATION
4. NAWAZ SHAREEF SCHEME
5. PEHELWAN GOTH RIGHT TURN RABIA CITY
6. JOHAR CHOWRANGI
7. KESC OFFICE HOUSING SOCIETY
8. HILL TOP MARRIAGE LAWN
9. JOHAR MORR
10. MILLENNIUM MALL
11. ALADDIN PARK - SINBAD
12. NIPA
13. MASHRIK CENTRE
14. DHORAJEE
15. BAHADURABAD
16. KASHMIR ROAD
17. NUMAISH CHOWRANGI
18. DMC

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 31 — MUKKA CHOWK

STOP NAME
1. AISHA MANZIL
2. WATER PUMP
3. JAVEED NAHARI
4. BHAJ JAN CHOWK
5. MUKA CHOWK
6. ROOFI CENTRE 13/D
7. SAMDHANI HOSPITAL
8. BHATTI PARK
9. NIPA CHOWRANGI
10. KALA BOARD
11. SAFARI PARK
12. MOSUMIYAT
13. OJHA

INSTITUTE OF HEALTH MANAGEMENT

ROUTE NO: 32 — OJHA TO IHM

STOP NAME
1. OJHA
2. MOSUMIYAT
3. SAFORA
4. CHECK POST 6
5. SAUDABAD – MALIR
6. MALIR CITY 15
7. MALIR HALT
8. JOHAR MOR
9. JOHAR CHOWRANGI
10. SAMANA
11. MUSKAN
12. DISCO BEKRY
13. 13-D
14. HASAN SQUARE
15. PURANI SUBZI MANDI
16. IHM
INSTITUTE OF HEALTH MANAGEMENT

ROUTE NO: 33 — DMC TO IHM

STOP NAME
1. DMC
2. JAMA CLOTH
3. TIBBAT CENTRE
4. 7 DAY HOSPITAL
5. NUMAISH
6. KHUADADAD COLONY
7. SOCIETY
8. KASHMIR ROAD
9. JAIL ROAD
10. NEW TOWN
11. IHM

DOW MEDICAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 34 — MALIR

STOP NAME
1. MALIR CHECK POST # 2
2. SECURITY PRINTING PRESS
3. MODEL COLONY
4. SAUDABAD
5. KHOKHARAPAR
6. JINNAH SQUARE
7. JAFAR TAIYARA
8. MALIR # 15
9. MALIR HALT
10. DRIG ROAD
11. KARSAZ
12. AWAMI MARKAZ
13. NURSERY
14. REGENT PLAZA
15. METRO POLL
16. DMC

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 35 — ANDAMORR

STOP NAME
1. ANDA MORR
2. QALANDARIA
3. SAKHI HASSAN
4. DC OFFICE
5. PEOPLES CHOWRANGI
6. GULBERG CHOWRANGI
7. WATER PUMP
8. ANCHOLI
9. GULSHAN CHOWRANGI
10. NIPA
11. KALA BOARD
12. SAFARI PARK
13. KARACHI UNIVERSITY
14. OJHA

**OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES**

**ROUTE NO: 36 — AL-AZHAR GARDEN**

**STOP NAME**
1. AL-AZHAR GARDEN
2. SAADI TOWN
3. GULSHAN-E-UMER
4. CHECK POST # 6
5. SAFARI ADDA
6. BHITAIABAD
7. PIA SOCIETY
8. NAWAZ SHAREEF SCHEME
9. KAMRAN CHOWRANGI
10. MOSUMIYAAT
11. OJHA

**OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES**

**PRIVATE POINT NO: 37 — MALIR CANTT**

**STOP NAME**
1. CHECK POST # 6
2. CHECK POST # 2
3. MALIR HALT
4. STAR GATE
5. NATA KHAN PULL
6. DIG ROAD STATION
7. JOHAR CHOWRANGI
8. JOHAR MORR
9. SAMAMA
10. MOSUMIYAAT
11. OJHA
OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 38—DALMIYA

STOP NAME
1. CITY SCHOOL
2. TIPU SULTAN ROAD
3. SUPER STORE
4. BAHADRAHABAD
5. SHARFABAD
6. AGA KHAN HOSPITAL
7. NATIONAL STADIUM
8. DALMIYA
9. MILLENNIUM MALL
10. JOHAR MOR
11. JOHAR CHOWRANGI
12. KAMRAN CHOWRANGI
13. MOSUMIYAAAT
14. OJHA

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 39—HYDERI

STOP NAME
1. HYDERI
2. FIVE STAR
3. SAKHI HASSAN
4. SHADMAN
5. BUFFER ZONE
6. SHAFEEQ MORR
7. AL-NOOR
8. FAZAL MILL
9. GULSHAN CHOWRANGI
10. DISCO BAKERY
11. MASKAN
12. PARADISE BAKERY
13. GULZAR-E-HIJRI
14. KANEEZ FATIMA
15. SUCHCAHL GOTH
16. OJHA

OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES

ROUTE NO: 40—PHARMACY (EVENING)

STOP NAME
1. QAIDABAD MURGI KHANA
2. MALIR 15
3. KALA BOARD
4. MALIR HALT
5. COLONY GATE
6. STAR GATE
7. DIG ROAD
8. MILLENNIUM – JOHAR MORR
9. JOHAR CHOWRANGI
10. KAMRAN CHOWRANGI
11. MOSUMIYAT
12. OJHA

**OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES**

**ROUTE NO: 41 — PHARMACY (EVENING)**

**STOP NAME**
1. NAGAN
2. SAKHI HASSAN
3. HYDERI
4. FIVE STAR
5. KDA
6. BOARD OFFICE
7. PETROL PUMP
8. LALUKAT
9. HASSAN SQUARE
10. NIPA
11. SAMAMA
12. MOSUMIYAT
13. OJHA

**OJHA INSTITUTE OF CHEST DISEASES**

**ROUTE NO: 42 — DIMT, DENTAL ETC.**

**STOP NAME**
1. QUAIDABAD
2. MURGI KHAN
3. MALIR 15
4. MALIR HALT
5. KALA BOARD
6. AIRPORT
7. WIRELESS GATE
8. SHAH FAISAL PULL
9. MILLENNIUM
10. JOHAR MOR
11. PERFUME CHOWK
12. JOHAR CHOWRANGI
13. MUNAWAR CHOWRANGI
14. MOSUMIYAT
15. OJHA

DOW INTERNATIONAL DENTAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 43 — DEFENCE CHANESER GOTH

STOP NAME
1. RADO BAKERY
2. PERFUME CHOWK
3. ALADIN PARK
4. GULSHAN 13-D
5. MUKKA CHOWK
6. HUSSAINABAD
7. PURANI SUBZI MANDI
8. NOORANI KABAB
9. PIDC
10. DEFENCE CENASER GOTH

DOW INTERNATIONAL DENTAL COLLEGE

ROUTE NO: 44 — DEFENCE CHANESER GOTH

STOP NAME
1. SACHCHAL GOTH
2. GULZAR-E-HIJRI
3. MASKAN
4. DISCO BAKERY
5. GULSHAN
6. MOTI MEHAL
7. SAFOOrah GOTH
8. NAGAN
9. SAKHI HASAN
10. HYDERI
11. BOARD OFFICE
12. PETROL PUMP
13. LALUKAT
14. TEEN HATTI
15. QUAID-E-АЗАМ MAZAR
16. 7-DAY HOSPITAL
17. ZANAB MARKET
18. SHAHRAH-E-FAISAL
19. GORA KABRUSTAN
20. KALA PULL
21. DEFENCE CENASER GOTH
## TECHNICAL EVALUATION CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S#</th>
<th>Evaluation Criteria</th>
<th>Maximum Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. | NTN Certificate - Mandatory (05)  
GST Registration Certificate (05)  
SBR Registration Certificate (05) | 15 |
| 2. | Legal status of the firm, organization structure and nature of business, etc. | 05 |
| 3. | List of similar services provided to public sector organizations including details of the services currently in operation. | 25 |
| 4. | Generic details of the interested party to undertake the services, which, inter-alia may include details pertaining of Financing requirement and arrangements etc.  
Administrative and implementation approach for the services etc. | 05 |
| 5. | A certificate / affidavit that the firm (or consortium) is not blacklisted by any Government / Semi-Government / Autonomous Body etc. and is not involved in any kind of insolvency litigation. | 10 |
| 6. | Networking setup across Pakistan  
(1 mark for each setup upto maximum 5) | 05 |
| 7. | Financial Turn-over for the last three years showing the financial soundness of the bidder  
- Supported by Audit Reports (15)  
- Balance Sheets (5)  
- Bank Certificate showing the monthly Turn-over of Rs. 5.000 million or above (5) | 20 |
| 8. | Key professional staff qualifications. (If a proposed professional does not meet the minimum qualification, he / she shall be given 0 points). | 10 |
| 10. | Company staff list, workshop, etc. | 05 |

**Total Point** | **100**

**NOTE:**

I. Minimum 75 points are required to technically qualify.

II. The offer will not be entertained if the required documents have not been found attached.
## FINANCIAL PROPOSAL

### PRICE SCHEDULE

**A. To OPERATE 36 DUHS Point Buses for DUHS Staff & Students**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S#</th>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Monthly Charges for each Bus</th>
<th>No. of Buses</th>
<th>Total Monthly Charges</th>
<th>No. of Months</th>
<th>Total Yearly Charges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>First Year Charges</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Second Year Charges</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Third Year Charges</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sub Total (A)**

**B. To PLY Point Buses for DUHS Staff & Students**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S#</th>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Monthly Charges for each Bus</th>
<th>No. of Buses</th>
<th>Total Monthly Charges</th>
<th>No. of Months</th>
<th>Total Yearly Charges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>First Year Charges</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Second Year Charges</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Third Year Charges</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sub Total (B)**

**GRAND TOTAL (A + B)**

**C. PER KILOMETER CHARGES MUST BE QUOTE SEPARATELY IN CASE OF ADDITIONAL POINT SERVICES REQUIRED DURING EXAMINATIONS AND OTHER ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES.**

Rs. __________________ Per KM Charges for each vehicle

**Note:**
- DUHS reserves the right to increase the number of vehicles on the same rates and terms and condition of the Contract Agreement.
- Quoted rates are based on the current market cost of Diesel. In case of increase/decrease in diesel cost after agreement the difference will be calculated as per following formula:
  \[ \text{No. of liter (average) x variation (±) per lit cost of diesel x No. of buses x per day} \]

Signature: ____________________________
Name: ____________________________
C.N.I.C : ____________________________
Designation: ____________________________
Company Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Contact No.: ____________________________
E-mail Address: ____________________________
CERTIFICATE

- We guarantee to provide Bus service exactly in accordance with the requirements / specification in the invitation to this tender.

- We accept the terms and conditions of the contract as well as general provision applicable to Government contracts.

Signature: ___________________________________________
Name: ___________________________________________
C.N.I.C.: ___________________________________________
Designation: _________________________________________
Company Name: _____________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________
Contact No.: _________________________________________
E-mail Address: _______________________________________